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In this paper the propagation of fronts into an unstable state are studied. Such fronts can occur
e.g., in the form of domain walls in liquid crystals, or when the dynamics of a system which is sud-
denly quenched into an unstable state is dominated by domain walls moving in from the boundary.
It was emphasized recently by Dee et al. that for suSciently localized initial conditions the veloci-
ty of such fronts often approaches the velocity corresponding to the marginal stability point, the
point at which the stability of a front proNe moving with a constant speed changes. I show here
when and why this happens, and advocate the marginal stability approach as a simple way to cal-
culate the front velocity explicitly in the relevant cases. I sketch the physics underlying this
dynamical mechanism with analogies and, building on recent work by Shraiman and Bensimon,
show how an equation for the local "wave number" that may be viewed as a generalization of the
Burgers equation, drives the front velocity to the marginal stability value. This happens provided
the steady-state solutions lose stability because the group velocity for perturbations becomes larger
than the envelope velocity of the front. For a given equation, our approach allows one to check
explicitly that the marginal stability Sxed point is attractive, and this is done for the amplitude
equation and the Swift-Hohenberg equation. I also analyze an extension of the Fisher-
Kolmogorov equation, obtained by adding a stabilizing fourth-order derivative —y 8 P/Bx to it.
I predict that for y g —,2 the fronts in this equation are of the same type as those occurring in the
Fisher-Kolmogorov equation, i.e., localized initial conditions develop into a uniformly translating
front solution of the form (()(x —ut) that propagates with the marginal stability velocity. For
y &», localized initial conditions may develop into fronts propagating at the marginal stability
velocity, but such front solutions cannot be uniformly translating. Di8'erences between the propa-
gation of uniformly translating fronts P(x —ut) and envelope fronts are pointed out, and a number
of open problems, some of which could be studied numerically, are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper'"' we will discuss the dynamics of fronts
or domain walls which are propagating into an unstable
state. The approach we will develop applies to the type
of equation that often arises in the analysis of systems
that are suddenly quenched into an unstable state, and
whose subsequent time evolution is dominated by the
propagation of well-developed fronts or domain walls (an
illustrative example of such dynamics will be discussed
in Sec. II). Problems of this type have been studied since
the 1930s" ' in biology; they arise, e.g., in discussions
of population dynamics 3 and pulse propagation in
nerves. The interest in physics in this type of front
propagation has been growing only recently, mainly as a
result of two stimulating papers by Dee et a/. ' Physi-
cal examples of fronts propagating into an unstable state
occur, e.g., in Quid flow instabilities when the system is
suddenly brought above the instability threshold. For
instance, if in the experiments by Ahlers and Cannell on
the Taylor-Couette system„ the Couette Now is suddenly
made unstable, Taylor vortices 6rst grow near the top
and bottom edges of the system. This is followed by the
propagation of a "vortex front" into the bulk. In such
experiments, the propagation of the front determines the
wavelength of the state emerging behind it, and thus it
leads to a form of pattern selection. Other examples in
physics of the type of problems we discuss arise in stud-
ies of the propagation of domain walls in liquid crys-
talS' '2 (see also Sec. II), in traveling waves in
reaction-difFusion systems, ' excitable media' such as
chemical reactions, ' ' and in combustion, ' as well as
in mean-field models of aggregation' and deposi-
tion. ' In some of these examples, the state emerging
behind the front is relatively featureless, so that the main
quantity of interest is the propagation velocity.
The prototype equation to illustrate some of the
features of front propagation into an unstable state is a
special case of the Fisher-Kolmogorov (FK) equation, '
Bx
Clearly, the state P =0 is unstable while the states(()=+1 are stable. The typical situation of interest is the
one in which a front is moving to the right, replacing the
unstable P =0 state by the stable P = 1 state.
How fast will such a front move~ The difficulty of
answering this question becomes clear by considering the
equation for the uniformly translating profile P(x —ut),
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moving with a constant velocity U,
+(()—0' ~dp d (()
dx
or, equivalently,
~ (,~i, ~4)
dx d(()
(1.2a)
(1.2b)
where the boundary conditions dictated by the problem
are $~0 for x ~ ao and $~1 for x ~—Do. This equa-
tion has acceptable solutions for any value of the veloci-
ty v. To see this, we note that Eq. (1.2b} is equivalent to
the equation of motion for a particle subject to friction
moving in a potential V= —,'P2 ——,'tI) with x playing the
role of time and v the role of the friction constant. The
kind of solution we are interested in is the one where the
particle starts at the top of the potential (/=1) at
"time" x ~—ao and comes to rest in the bottom of the
potential for long times (x ~ ao ) (see Fig. 1). Physically,
it is clear that such a solution exists for any value of the
"friction" v. In other words, steady-state fronts exist for
any velocity v, so that the front propagation problem for
Eq. (1.1) cannot be determined on the basis of steady-
state considerations alone: Some sort of dynamical ve-
locity selection must take place if under most conditions
only one particular front speed is observed.
The mathematical analysis of Eq. (1.1) and the gen-
era11zatlon
2
~ +F(P }, F'(0)=1,
Bx
(1.3)
culminated in the classical work by Aronson and %ein-
berger, published in 1975. The conclusion of this study
is that for a large class of functions F(P) and for most
"natural" initial conditions [those which are suSctently
localized so that P(x, i=0) decays faster than e " for
large x], the front velocity asymptotically approaches
the value v'=2. Similar type of results have also been
derived for certain difference equations " and an integral
equation. "
In spite of the mathematical progress made, a clear in-
tuitive understanding of the reason that the velocity of
typical fronts propagating into an unstable state quickly
approach some asymptotic value U ', and a simple
method for calculating U', are still sought after. In
1983, however, an important step towards achieving this
goal was made by Dee et al. * ' They emphasized that
the velocity v for Eqs. (1.1) and (1.3) is just the one at
which the front appears to be "marginally stable, " in
that the front solutions that move slower than U ' are un-
stable to perturbations (in the co-moving frame) while
those that move faster are stable. If there is indeed an
underlying connection between the existence of U' and
marginal stability, this has great conceptual and practi-
cal implications, since the velocity corresponding to
marginal stability can be determined explicitly from a
simple analysis in the leading edge of the profile. i In
this region where P is growing but still small, ()) is ap-
proximately a solution of the hnearized equation, and so
(1.4)
with oi(k} given by the dispersion relation of the linear-
ized equation. When co and k are complex, this solution
represents a front whose envelope moves with a velocity
v„„=Rear(k)/Rek. For the leading edge where (lA)
holds, stability with respect to small changes in the wave
vector Imk requires that Im(doi/dk)=0. If this condi-
tion holds, the particular value of the envelope velocity
where perturbations move with the pro61e must, as will
be explained later, be equal to the group velocity dco/dk,
so that v,„„=dna(k)/dk. Then this profile is marginally
stable. Hence if the selected velocity v' does indeed cor-
respond to the marginal stability velocity, we have
Redo(k'), dpi(k} I dc'U U mdk „e' dk „e
(1.5)
Since co(k) is known for a given equation, these equa-
tions directly determine k' and ro(k'), and hence v*.
For example, using that co(k}=1+k2 for Eq. (1.1), one
easily finds v'=2, confirming the observation by Dee
et a1. that the profile corresponding to the selected
speed v' turns out to be at the marginal stability point.
Dee et al. ' '2 have also tested the validity of Eq.
(1.5) numerically for front propagation in several other
model eIIuations, one of which is the Swift-Hohenberg
equation for real P,
v (f) (1.6}
FIG. 1. Potential V(P)=
—,
'P' —
-„'(() . Equation (1.2b) for a
profile moving with steady-state velocity u can be interpreted
as the equation for a particle subject to friction moving down
the potential.
For this equation, the patterns emerging behind the
front are periodic in space. The numerical studies indi-
cated that the selected velocity of the enoelope of the
front was always related to marginal stability via Eq.
(1.5). In view of the difference in structure of Eq. (1.1)
and the Swift-Hohenberg equation, ' as well as the
difference between uniformly translating fronts relevant
for Eq. (1.1) and those whose envelope is inoving uni-
formly, these observations suggest that for this type of
front propagation, some common dynamical mechanism
is able to drive the front velocity to the marginal stabili-
ty value.
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It is the purpose of this paper to identify this mecha-
nism precisely for a @rid class of one-dimensional equa-
tions. In particular, we will first present a simple intui-
tive explanation for this dynamical behavior, and then
support our picture by a more mathematical analysis in
which we associate Eq. (1.5) with a fixed point of a
difFerential equation governing the dynamical evolution
of the leading edge of the profile. The stability of this
fixed point can be checked explicitly for a given equa-
tion. If the marginal stability point is stable, the natu-
rally selected speed for sufficiently locahzed initial condi-
tions will be u' as given by Eq. (1.5). As an example, we
show that the fixed point for the Swift-Hohenberg equa-
tion (1.6} is stable, thus providing an after the fact
justification for the numerical findings by Dee et al. '6
%e will also discuss an extension of the FK equation
(1.1) for which, for a range of parameters, the dynanucs
of fronts is predicted to show behavior distinctly
difFerent from that arising in the FK equation.
Our analysis was inspired by and builds directly on re-
cent work by Shraiman and Bensimon, who discussed
the present velocity-selection problem for first-order par-
tial difFerential equations. First-order equations are very
helpful in understanding the dynamical mechanism that
leads to marginal stability, but at the same time they
lack most of the instabilities that can render the mecha-
nism inoperative in lllgher-OI'der partial dlfferentlal equa-
tions. The work by Shraiman and Bensimon, in turn,
has some elements in common with other formulations,
but we have not made a complete comparison with all
other methods in the extensive literature, which encom-
passes such diverse fields as biology, chemistry, apphed
mathematics, and physics. Nevertheless, we believe the
present formulation, taken as a whole, to be largely new
and to have the advantage that it focuses directly on the
connection between velocity selection and marginal sta-
bility, and the way in which that connection results from
some general properties of front propagation into an un-
stable state.
As mentioned earlier, propagating fronts can appear
in several difFerent forms. The simplest type of fronts
are those whose long-time dynamics corresponds to a
uniform translation of the profile as a whole, so that the
solution becomes of the form P(x Ut) We—will. refer to
these as uniformly translating fronts, and they typically
occur when the state emerging behind the front is homo-
geneous. Fronts in the FK equation are of this type and
they do indeed lead to a homogeneous state /= 1 or —1
behind the front. Vfhen the stable states of the system
are periodic in space, however, uniformly translating
fronts cannot occur, and we have to investigate the en-
velope of the front. %e will therefore refer to these
fronts as envelope fronts; these are the ones that induce
dynamical pattern selection.
The fact that we wj.ll concentrate our analysis on the
behavior of the leading edge of ihc proae where the dy-
namics are governed by the hnearized equation, has, of
course, its strength as well as its weakness. The power
of the approach in this paper is that it leads to a simple
picture and that it can explicitly predict the selected
front velocity via Eq. (1.5) (provided tile fixed point cor-
responding to this equation is stable). The weakest point
of our method is that it does not address the eff'ects of
the nonhnear terms on the dynamics, and that it makes
no predictions if the marginal stability fixed point is not
attractive. The effect of nonlinearities can, of course,
only be analyzed for a speci6c equation. However, an
example to be discussed later indicates that the most
serious cfFcct of nonlinearitics on the marginal stability
result is found when thc pro61c behind the leading edge
is subject to a strong nonlinear competition between a
multiple set of stable steady states that can emerge
behind the front. In the example, this competition only
affects the structure of the state behind the front but not
the validity of the marginal stability predictions for the
velocity. Thus, provided they are used with some cau-
tion concerning such possibilities, it appears that our re-
sults generally provide a fairly complete description of
the front dynamics.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we
give a physical example of the type of front propagation
we consider, and briefly touch on some of the difFerences
between solitons and front propagation. We then exploit
some analogies with well-known crystal-growth phenom-
ena to arrive in an intuitive way at our main results.
This is followed by the mathematical analysis in Sec. III,
in which we associate Eq. (1.5) with a fixed point of the
equation for the front profile and show how to check its
stabihty (some of the mathematical questions underlying
this approach are discussed in two appendixes). The
efFect of nonlinearities as well as some of the other open
questions concerning our analysis are the subject of Sec.
IV, while we summarize our main conclusions in Sec. V.
II. PHYSICAL PICTURE
In this section we give a descriptive discussion of the
physics of front propagation into an unstable state in
which we try to couch the main results from the litera-
ture and of Sec. III in an intuitive language. %'e start
out by emphasizing the main difFercnces with soliton
motion, and then use a (hypothetical) example of wall
motion in liquid crystals to illuminate the main results of
the more detailed analysis.
In magnetic materials, walls or wall-like cxcitations
generally move essentially without damping, as a result
of which their dynamics are often mell described by non-
linear wave equations that admit soliton solutions. For
example, the continuum equation for a ferromagnetic
chain with planar anisotropy and a symmctry-breaking
6eld in this plane is described by the sine-Gordon
equation P« —c t))„„=m sing, where P is the angle be-
tween the spin and the field and where Q„=BQ/Bx, etc.
Let us write this equation with a phenomenological
damping terin 7 f) included,
so that magnetic walls are described by this equation in
the frictionless limit y~O. In the absence of friction,
waQs (solitons} can move with a whole range of velocities
U, and consequently the low-tempcrature spin dynamics
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of such chains can be understood in terms of a dilute gas
of solitolls with a distrlblltloil of velocities.
In this paper, on the other hand, we are interested in
wall or front propagation in systems with /urge damping
y, so that the term P« in (2.1) can be neglected in com-
parison with the term yg„so that Eq. (2.1) becomes of
the form (1.3).
In comparison with sohton systems (y —+0), we physi-
cally expect the following qualitative behavior in the
large damping regime.
(i) With large friction, freely propagating wall-like
solutions cannot persist —they can only be temporarily
created by suddenly quenching the system into an unsta-
ble state, as described in the introduction, and they do
not have soliton character.
(ii) One intuitively expects any front to quickly reach
some asymptotic speed U', independent of the details of
the initial conditions, since this is typical for systems
with large dissipation.
These points are illustrated in Fig. 2 for the case of a
wall in a nematic liquid crystal (this hypothetical case
only serves to guide our intuition; see Refs. 10-12 for
yq =KP + —ga H sIA 2$
at
FIG. 2. %all motion in a nematic liquid crystal induced by
turning the magnetic field 8 through 90'. (a) For ~&0 the
field points in the y direction, while the director, indicated by a
bold line, is anchored in the z direction at the ceB boundary.
In tile eqllatlon for the stationary profiic $(x},Kl ls tile twist
elastic constant and g, the susceptibility (Ref. 39). (b) For
~~0, the 6eld points in the z direction. Since the director at
x=o was already pointing in the z direction at time &=0, the
region where P=n/2 expands so that a wa11 moves in the posi-
tive x direction. In the equation, y, is a twist viscosity.
real experiments on liquid crystals}. In neinatics, the
director can be oriented with a magnetic Seld H. In the
situation sketched in Fig. 2(a), the director is supposed
to be anchored in the z direction at the cell boundaries.
Initially, the Seld 8 is in the y direction, and away from
the cell boundary this causes the director to rotate to the
y direction [Fig. 2(a)]. At t=0, the field H is flipped to
the z direction. The state /=0 in the bulk is now unsta-
ble, and a front P(x, t) starts to move in from the cell
wall, as sketched in Figs. 2(b}. Its velocity will be deter-
mined by the balance of the rate of change in the elastic
and magnetic energy with the viscous dissipation. How-
ever, the wall width 8' is not prescribed, and by allowing8' to vary one obtains a continuous range of solution,
parametrized by 8'or, equivalently, the velocity U.
If the equation would only admit steady-state propa-
gation at one or a few values of the velocity U, these
values would depend on all details of the equation, in-
cluding the nonlinear terms. However, since a steady-
state solution exist for a whole continuous range of
values of U, ~ the asymptotic velocity u' is essentially
determined by a simple dynamical mcchamsm, well
known in the theory of crystal growth. Consider the
growth of the crystal of Fig. 3(a), whose initial shape is
drawn by a solid line. The growth rate of the A facets is
slower than that of the 8 facets. The successive stages
during the growth of the crystal, drawn with dashed
lines, clearly show that the fast-growing 8 facets quickly
become less important and may actually disappear corn-
pletely: the asymptotic growth rate is dominated by that
of the slowest facet, because the fast facets make them-
selves disappear (the same effect occurs if the crystal is
not faceted but rough ). Essentially the same effect
occurs for the type of front propagation discussed here,
as is illustrated in Fig. 3(b). The profile in this figure
consists of two parts that propagate with difFerent
speeds, as indicated by the arrows. Clearly, the slowest
moving part (solid line) expands at the expense of the
faster part (dashed line), and increasingly dominates the
appearance of the profile, whose width is effectively seen
to decrease in time. This dynamical effect is indeed the
result of the fact that the velocity of a profile (or a por-
tion thereof) increases with the width of the profile,
which, as is illustrated in Fig. 3(c), is a general feature
for fronts propagating into an unstable state. Although
the discontinuities in the slope of Fig. 3(b) do not occur
for the smooth profiles relevant for the equations we will
study, essentially thc same dynamical mechanism often
turns out to exist there: the dynamical effect of fast por-
tions is to squeeze the width of the proNe, and this
causes a dccrcasc 1n spccd.
In general, the steady-state pro6les, parametrized by
their velocity u, mill be unstable for certain ranges of U
[see Fig. 3(d)]. In particular, because the propagation is
into an unstubIe state, the profiles are expected to be un-
stable for small enough velocity, as indicated in Fig. 3(d).
Naturally, the proNe corresponding to the asymptotic
speed cannot be unstable. This, together with the dy-
namic mechanism illustrated above and in Figs.
3(a)-3(c}, suggests that the front speed will in general
continue to slow down towards the sIDallcst velocity in
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the stable range. But this is precisely the velocity at
which the stability of the profile changes; hence, accord-
ing to this argument the front speed is expected to ap-
proach the velocity corresponding to the marginal stabil-
ity point.
Let us now discuss why this marginal stability point is
generally given by Eq. (1.5) (see also Refs. 5 and 6). The
stability of the profile depends on the growth of pertur-
bation as weil as their propagation relative to the mov-
FIG. 3. (a) In crystal growth, it is well known that the
growth of a crystal is dominated by the growth of the slowest
facet, A in this case. This can be viewed as a kind of velocity
selection. In this figure, the dashed lines indicate two succes-
sive stages during growth of the crystal whose initial shape is
drawn with a solid line. (b) Efkcts similar to those known for
crystal growth can occur for a moving pro6le in the kind of
equation discussed in this paper. The lower part of the pro61e,
drawn with a solid line, moves slower than the dashed part.
The figure illustrates how the crossover point moves up in
time, so that the pro6le becomes more and more dominated by
the slowly moving part. The fast part essentially works itself
out of the leading edge. (c) Illustration of the fact that the ve-
locity decreases with the steepness of the pro6le. %'hen the
two pro6les grow about equally fast at 6xed positions, as indi-
cated by the vertical arrows, the envelope of the one with the
smaller slope moves faster to the right. (d) %hen there is a
continuum of steady-state profiles, parametrized by their veloc-
ity U, we in general expect the pro6les for small U to be unsta-
ble. U is the velocity at which the stability changes, i.e., the
marginal stability point.
ing profile. Consider first the growth. If we consider a
profile P(x, t)-exp[ —kox+co(ko)t] (co and ko in gen-
eral complex), it will be unstable against a perturbation
with a slightly different wave vector (k =ko i—e with e
real) when Im(des/dk)+0, since then exp[1m(de/dk)et]
always diverges for values of e of the same sign as
Imdco/dk. Hence, front solutions that are stable in the
frame moving with the profile must at least satisfy
Imdco/dk =0.~ This confirms the physical expectation
that a profile will only be stable to small perturbations in
the wave number Imk if Imk corresponds to the fastest-
growing mode (for fixed Rek). Clearly, Im(den/dk)=0
is a necessary, but not suNcient, condition for this.
Next, consider the e8'ect of propagation of perturbations
on the stability. For the fronts which are not unstable
against the above instability, and so for which
Imdco/dk=0, a small localized disturbance or perturba-
tion of the profile propagates, just as for simple Fourier
waves, with the group velocity U (k) =de/dk. Thus, if
us is larger than the envelope velocity U,„„=Reco(k)/
Rek with which the proQe propagates, a small perturba-
tion will move ahead relative to the front and cause the
profile to be unstable. Similarly, profiles are stable if
Ug Q U ggy since then a perturbation disappears from the
leading edge in much the same way as the breakpoint in
Fig. 3(b) does. Consequently, the point where the fronts
change stability with respect to this effect is the point at
which U,„„=U, i.e., Reru(k)/Rek =dao(k)/dk. Upon
identifying the selected speed v' with the velocity at this
point, as argued above, we recover Eq. (1.5). Note also
that on the stable branch the group velocity den/dk
(with which a small perturbation propagates) is less than
the envelope velocity, just as the velocity of the breaking
point in Fig. 3(b) is less than that of the solid curve. We
will show in Sec. III that as a result the velocity of the
profile is indeed driven towards the marginal stability
value„provided no other instabilities intervene.
If Eq. (1.5) has multiple solutions, the above discus-
sion suggests that we should associate the asymptotic
front speed with the smallest of these. This is indeed
correct for first-order partial di6'erential equations, and
probably also for fronts leading to periodic states. As
we wiB discuss in Sec. IV, however, there is reason to be-
lieve that for uniformly moving fronts P(x ut) of-
higher-order partial diferential equations, only the solu-
tion corresponding to the smallest value of Rek* is
relevant for the asymptotic behavior of the profile. If so,
the asymptotic speed of these uniformly moving fronts
will be the U* corresponding to the smallest value of
Rek'.
%e stress again that even though the picture present-
ed here captures most of the essential physics, marginal
stability only applies under more restricted conditions.
A simplified form of the additional condition follows
directly from the earlier discussion; clearly a profile
exp[ —kx+~(k)tj satisfying (1.5) will only be stable to
perturbations i6k in k if the growth rate ro(k) is maxi-
mal, so that Red co/dk (i5k') ~0. Thus a necessary
additional condition for stability of front solutions is
d 67Re ~0. (2.2)
dk
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The generalization of this condition, which already has
important imphcations for uniformly translating Ponts,
will be discussed in Sec. III C.
In discussing Fig. 3, we have not yet paid attention to
the efFect of initial conditions. Let us ffrst return to the
physical analogy of Fig. 3(a}. If the crystal has no A
facets initially, and if these facets cannot nucleate, then
the crystal would actually grow with the higher growth
rate of the 8 facets. Similarly, in front propagation it is
essential that the initial proSe drops ofF fast enough.
That is, if we consider instead of Fig. 3(b) a proSe where
the asymptotic (large x} behavior is given by the fast-
moving dashed portion, this portion actually expends in
time and therefore dominates the long-time behavior. In
other words, the slowing down of the speed and ap-
proach of the marginal stabihty value only occurs if the
faster moving parts "catch up" with the slower parts.
This is the case when the initial conditions are
sufficiently localized. On the other hand, if the initial
conditions are such that P(x, t=O) drops ofF slower in x
than the proSe corresponding to the marginal stability
point [P-exp( —Rek'x)], it is found that the front can
move with a higher speed. Whether such exceptions are
in fact relevant in practice, however, also depends on the
importance of Suctuations, since we expect the devia-
tions from the marginal stability value due to initial con-
ditions to show up only in the region where the initial
P(x, t=O} is larger than the typical ffuctuating value in
the unstable state. ~ Also, new walls nucleated in the
bulk would presumably propagate with u'.
In the "experiment" of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b} $(x,t=O)
falls ofF exponentially with a decay length inversely pro-
portional to H;, the field strength before switching. Ac-
cording to the theory, the front speed is therefore deter-
mined by the initial conditions m the regime H; gH&,
where H& is the ffeld after switching; the predicted ve-
locity in this regime is
u=(X,Ez/y )' tH;(1+H /H )
while for H; &H/ one should have the marginal stability
result u =2(X,Ei/y )' H/. It would be interesting if a
real experiment of this type could be done, since this
would test the relevancy of the initial condition in a
physical system with ffuctuations.
III. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
QF THE DYNAMICS IN THE LEADING EDGE
A. Introduction and notation
In this section we extend the approach of Shraiman
and Bensimon to arbitrary partial dNelential equations
in one dimension which are of Srst order in time but of
arbitrary order in the spatial derivatives, and whose
4=0 state is linearly unstable. While our analysis is
quite general, it will often be helpful to illustrate the dis-
cussion by considering speci6c examples such as the
complex generalization of Eq. (1.1), the "amplitude equa-
tloil ' ' (AE) fol coinplex $,
(3.1)
as well as the Swift-Hohenberg (SH) equation (1.6). Like
the latter, Eq. (3.1) allows periodic steady states, and it
was therefore also studied in the context of front propa-
gation by Dee et al. Of course, a number of aspects
of the analysis for (3.1} is the same as for the FK equa-
tions. Nevertheless, we prefer to use the AE as an ex-
ample to stress that most of our arguments apply to uni-
formly translating fronts as well as to enuelope fronts As.
a third example we will consider the equation obtained
by adding a stabilizing fourth-order derivative to Eq.
(1.1):
(3.2)
We will refer to this as the extended FK (EFK} equa-
tion. To our knowledge, this equation has not been
studied before from the point of view of front propaga-
tion. In contrast to the SH equation, where there is a
finite wavelength instability due to the different sign of
the second derivative term, all spatial derivatives in the
EFK equation are stabilizing„and we intuitively expect
this equation to have solutions of the type found in Eq.
(1.1), for which the /=1 state emerges behind the front.
We will assume that the general type of equation we
consider admits a continuous family of stable steady-
state fronts, each advancing with a difFerent speed u (see
Ref. 40 and in Appendix A for further discussion of this
point). We argued physically in Sec. II that in such
cases the velocity is expected to be determined by some
dynamical mechanism. By focusing immediately on the
dynamics in the leading edge of the front, we make the
implicit assumption that the dynamics leading to selec-
tion in that region is representative for that in other
parts of the proSe as well. A detailed investigation of
the validity of this assumption is beyond the scope of
this paper, but such an assumption seems reasonable for
most cases of interest, in which there are no particular
pathologies that lead to additional (localized} instabilities
behind the leading edge (for further discussion, see Sec.
IV). In any case, it appears that the conditions we will
derive are at least necessary conditions for the marginal
stabihty result to be valid.
In the general case, the 1eading edge of the profile
propagating into the unstable /=0 state will obey a
linearized equation of the form
(3.3)
where I' is linear in P,P„„,etc. For profiles of the form
(1.4}, this equation determines the dispersion relation
FRONT PROPAGATION INTO UNSTABLE STATES: . . .
co(k), with co and k complex and co(k)=F(l,k, . . . ).
For the AE, and SH and EFK equation, respectively, we
have, e.g.„
B. Stability of front solutions
Stable solutions
In a frame moving with a constant velocity U, we have
a)(k) = I +k
u, =uq f (—q, q„, . . . ) . (3.9)
co(k) =e—1 —2k —k", (3.4b}
co(k)=1+k —yk (3.4c)
~(q qx~qxx (3.5)
where we de6ned
Since P drops off' approximately exponentially, it is ad-
vantageous to transform to the variable u by writing
i)} =e "; in doing so, we have to allow u to be complex,
since in the AE and SH equation (() is oscillatory in the
leading edge. The condition that $~0 for x ~ oo thus
becomes u"=Reu~oo for x~oo (henceforth super-
scripts r and i are used to denote the real and imaginary
part of a complex quantity, while subscripts t or x
denote difFerentiation with respect to t and x). Upon
substitution of this transformation into Eq. (3.3), the
dynamical equation for u becomes
Consider now a steady-state front solution, i.e., a solu-
tion q (x, t) =k (=const) whose envelope propagates with
a constant speed u (written as u, „„earlier) in the labora-
tory frame. For such a solution Reu, =0 in the moving
frame (since we only require here the envelope to move
with a constant speed}, and hence we recover from Eq.
(3.9) the result already discussed in Secs. I and II,
Re[uk f (k)—]=0~ u (k) = co'(k) (3.10)
To study the stability of these solutions, we consider a
small perturbation 5 in u; upon linearizing (3.9) around
the steady-state solution, we get
5, =[u(k) —f (k)]5„f (k)5—„„— (3.11)
where f» (k) denotes df(q, q„, . . . )IBq„evaluated at
q =k, etc., and where stands for terms involving
higher-order derivatives of 5. For the profile to be
stable, bounded perturbations of the form 5-e ""with
Repy0 need to decay, i.e., for these Re(5, /5) ~0. For
small
~
p,
~
only the first term in Eq. (3.11) contributes,
and hence a necessary condition for stability is
Re{ [u(k) —f, (k)]p, l ~0 for all small p, , Re}M&0.
(3.12)
so that f contains spatial derivatives of q up ««der
1, if p in (3.3) contains spatial derivatives of (() up to
order n. In general, f will be nonlinear in q and its
derivatives; e.g., for the AE, the SH, and the EFK equa-
tion, respectively, we get
This condition can only be satisfied if
Imf»(k) =0, —+1m =0,da)(k)dk
Re[u(k) —f (k)]&0—+u(k)yRe dao(k)dk
(3.13)
(3.14)
f (q, q„)=1—q„+q2, (3.7a)
f ( qq„, „„q,q„„„)=—e 1 —2q' —q'+2q„(1+3q')
23qx 4qqxx+qxxx ~ (3.7b)
I (q~ qx ~qxx ~qxxx )
=1+q —q„+y( q+6q q„—
—3q„' —4qq„„+q„„„). (3.7c}
f (k) =ci)(k),
where f (k) is shorthand for f (q =k, q„=O, q„„
=0, . . . ) =r( l, k', k', . . . ).
Note that when q(x)=k, independent of x [throughout
this paper, co and k will always be (complex) numbers,
not functions of x], we have
These are precisely the necessary conditions for stability
discussed in Sec. II, where we obtained (3.14) by arguing
that for a front to be stable its speed should be larger
than the "group velocity" with which perturbations
propagate, uz —dcoldk [provided Im(dcoldk)=0 as re-
quired by (3.13); additional requirements such as (2.2)
will be discussed later].
Any wave front can only be stable against sinusoidal
perturbation at the values of k where condition (3.13) is
obeyed. Let us use this equation to express the imagi-
nary part k' as a function of k', so that we can then ob-
tain the velocity U =~'/k" of these solutions as a func-
tion of k" as shown in Fig. 4(a); note that since we con-
sider propagation into an unstable state, ~" will ap-
proach a positive value for k'~0. Hence U generally
diverges for k"~0, as was already illustrated in Fig.
3(c). Such behavior is indeed found for the AE and SH
equation, as depicted in Fig. 4(b) (the EFK equation will
be discussed later). In order that the solutions depicted
in Fig. 4 are also stable against the propagation of small
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automatically included in the discussion of the behavior
in the neighborhood of the marginal stability point, to be
presented in Sec. III C.
Second, we note that in the linear analysis performed
here, each value of k' is analyzed separately, assume'ng
that this ualue represents the asymptotic decay of the
profile. As Fig. 4(a) illustrates, in general several values
of k",k"„k2, . . . , say, may correspond to the same ve-
locity. %hen there is a one-parameter family of front
solutions, as in the case of the FK and EFK equation,
only the smallest one of these, k;, say, is expected to
correspond to the actual asymptotic behavior of the
pro61e. The counting argument discussed in Appendix
'A shows that this is the case in general for uniformly
moving s01utions, so that only the leftmost stable branch
in the u versus k" plot is relevant. As will be discussed
further in Sec. IV, however, front propagation leading to
periodic states is different; here all stable branches can in
principle be relevant, because of an additional freedom
present in this case (the wavelength of the periodic states
behind the front).
2. Unstuble b~unehes
FIG. 4. (a} General behavior of u as a function of Rek for
solutions satisfying Imdm/dk=0. The part of the curve drawn
with thick sohd lines denotes unstable branches. (b) u as a
function of Rek for the AE and the SH equation w'ith e= 4'.
perturbations relative to the front, condition (3.14) has
to be satisfied, too. Clearly, according to this condition
the solutions are stable for small k" where u diverges.
To investigate where the stability changes, consider the
extrema of the function u (k")=to"/k", which satisfy
du (k')
dk"
oi d6)
k" dk"
1 q CO
dk
u(k') —Re =0 . (3.15)
Comparison of this result with Eq. (3.14) shows that the
stability of the solutions changes at the extrema of the
function u (k'; these extrema therefore coincide with the
marginal stability points u', k' defined as the solutions
of [cf. Eq. {1.5)]
Im =0, v =dc0 c0 dcodk ' k" dk (3.16)
Since the solutions are stable for k'~0, we can immedi-
ately label the stability of various branches, as indicated
in Fig. 4.
Two points should be stressed concerning the interpre-
tation of the results depicted in Fig. 4. First of all, al-
though we wiB for simplicity refer to the branch satisfy-
ing (3.12) as the stable branch, (3.12) only ensures the
linear stability of the steady-state solution against per-
turbation with small
~ p ~, not those with any p. For a
particular equation, the stability analysis for finite p is
The above discussion of stable front solutions is quite
general, and valid for uniformly translating fronts as well
as for enuelope fronts. To make contact with and extend
earlier work, ' we now also discuss some aspects of cer-
tain unstable front solutions. Unfortunately, this can
only be done for uniformly translating profiles of the
form P(x —ut). In the leading edge, such solutions have
to satisfy
uk =to(k) . (3.17)
{u +5u)k'=Re — k'+
—,
' Im (5k)
dk
(3.18a)
Instead of Eq. (3.10)„we now have an equation for the
real and imaginary part, and this equation can therefore
again be used to express u as a function of k" [stable uni-
formly translating steady-state solutions are, of course,
also contained in (3.17)]. For example, for (1.1) or the
amplitude equation, co(k)=1+k, so that (3.17) yields
k =
—,'[uk(u —4)' ]. For u&2, k is real and we recover
the stable solutions discussed before. For u & 2, we have
unstable solution [since Imdco/dk =2k'&0, cf. Eq.
(3.13)], with u =2k'. This branch of unstable solutions
is indicated by a dotted line in Fig. 5(a). Note that the
stable and unstable branches meet at the marginal stabil-
ity point k"=1, u=2. This typically occurs in a range of
parameter values for equations that admit uniformly
translating solutions, and whose tu(k) is real for real k, '
as we now proceed to show.
When c0{k) is real for real k, Eq. (3.13) has the trivial
solution k'=0, so that the stable branch will generally
correspond to the one where k'=0, u(k")=co(k')/k'.
Now consider the intersection of this branch with an
(unstable) branch of solutions along which k' vanishes
when approaching the intersection. In this neighbor-
hood of the stable branch where Boo'/Bk'= —Boo'/Bk'
=0, we have for small k', 5v, and 5k',
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FIG. 5. U vs Rek behavior for the EFK equation of four different values of y. The solid line indicates the stable branch obeying
(3.13) and (3.14) and t'he dashed line the extension of this branch to points where (3.13) holds but where (3.14) is violated, or where
(2.2) or its generalization discussion in Sec, III C shows that the pro61e becomes unstable. This instability sets in along the branch
labeled U& at the point indicated by a cross, snd at this point also a new branch U2 bifurcates off. The dotted line denotes a branch
of uniformly moving solutions that are unstable because Imdco/dk&0, and the dot the marginal stability point. (a) y=0; in this
case the equation is equivalent to the AE. (b) y=
—,'6; (c) y= —,'2, the largest value at which a marginal stability point lies on the
branch v &, (d) the situation for y= 4 sketched here is typical for all y ~ ». The inset gives a detailed view of the region where the
various branches intersect.
=Re 5k "+
—,
' Re (5k) . (3.18b)dk'
Since (3.18a) contains a term linear in k', and since
k'-(5k") is excluded if the two branches intersect at a
finite angle, Eq. (3.18a) can only be obeyed if the terms
linear in k cancel, i.e., if the two lines intersect at the
marginal stability point, where u =Re(dao/dk). At this
point we then find from Eqs. (3.18a) and (3.18b)
5u =Re(d co/dkI)5k", (Red co/dk )(5k') = —2k'5u,
which explicitly shows that if a marginal stability point
exists, an unstable branch ends at this point, too. The
only way in which an unstable branch can intersect the
stable one is if k' does not vanish upon approaching the
intersection along the unstable branch. This is possible
if the equation Io(k;0)=co(k",k') has a solution for
some nonzero k'.
These conclusions are nicely iHustrated by an analysis
of the EFK equation. For y=O, this equation reduces
to tlie AE equatloII, whose dlaglaIII ls shown ill Fig. 5(a).
For small y ~0, the curves are shifted, but as predicted
above, they still intersect at the marginal stability point,
see Fig. 5(b) (explicit expressions are given in Appendix
8). Moreover, Fig. 5(b) also shows that for y ~0 an ad-
ditional branch of solutions, labeled uz, arises. ~hen
y= —,'„Fig. 5(c) shows that all branches intersect at an
in6ection point, and as a result for y larger than this
value [Fig. 5(d)] the marginal stability point has moved
onto the u2 branch and the stable and unstable branches
intersect at some arbitrary value. %e will discuss Fig.
5(d) and its implications later
C. Dynamics in the leading edge
%e will now discuss, following the ideas of Shraiman
and Bensimon, how and under what conditions the dy-
namics in the leading edge drives the front velocity to
the marginal stability value.
The basic dynamical equation, Eq. (3.5), reads
u, = f (q, q„,q„„, . . . ). —Let us restrict ourselves to
profiles whose envelope is monotonically decreasing, so
that u "( = Reu) is a monotonically increasing function of
x. It is then advantageous to write an equation for the
evolution of q (whose real part plays the role of a local
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a a au" a a , afP
ar „ar „ar „au", al „au
(3.19b)
inverse decay length for the proSe and its imaginary
part that of a wave vector) in terms of the variables u"
and r rather than x and t, since the real part of u moves
with the (envelope of the) proffle. l Using
ginal stability value q =k' at which c(q)=0. In the
general case of Eq. (3.21) our strategy will therefore be
to erst investigate under which conditions the 6rst term
on the right-hand side forces q to approach the marginal
stability Sxed point, and then to check, for each particu-
lar equation, that the eigenmodes of the operator X are
stable at this point. If they are, we have shown that the
marginal stability point is attractive so that U~u' for
certain imtial conditions.
Let us therefore consider for the moment only the Srst
term in Eq. (3.21), so that
q ={f" q'f,—)q. (3.24)
a au (x, t)
au"
1 a'u(x, r)
q' atax
1 aq 1 aq
q" al q" at
1
—f 'q. (3.20)
(fqqk ) pp (fqvk ) positive (3.25)
where we take f as a function of q only. To study the
(nonlinear) stability of the marginal stability fixed point,
let us write q(u", t)=k'+p{u", t} T.o lowest nontrivial
order in p, we then have
Here the subscript u denotes a differentiation with
respect to u', and I„ that the differentiation is per-
formed with u" held constant. DifFerentiation of Eq.
(3.5) with respect to u" then yields together with this re-
sult
fq q qu+&q ~ (3.21)
with
fq (Squ~qsg~ )qua
fg (54 &qMtl & ' ' ' )4MB (3.22)
a a a
=c(q) +&
at au" (au ')l (3.23)
This equation is of the form of the well™known Burgers
equation. 5'l" The eff'ect of the nonlinear "convective"
term c (q)aq/au" in this equation is well understood, '
and it is easy to show that this term drives q for
sum][ciently locahzed initia1 conditions towards the mar-
We wish to understand from this equation'how an ini-
tially nonuniform function q(u, t} evolves in time and
approaches a constant value everywhere. Although
q =k (=const) is a solution of Eq. (3.21},we recognize
in the term between square brackets for q =k the com-
bination u(k) fq that according to Eq (3 14) deter
mines the stabihty of solutions, and which is zero at the
marginal stability point. Therefore, the marginal stabili-
ty polllt corresponds to a special type of ffxcd poillt of
this equation, and the relevant nonlinearities for velocity
selection are in the ffrst term on the right-hand side of
this equation. To illustrate this, consider the case in
which the highest derivative in X is of second order, as
is the case for the AE. To a ffrst approximation„we can
neglect the dependence of derivatives of f in (3.22) on
q, q„, etc., so that Xq =Dq„„with D = fq, and con-—
sider q'(f'/q" f ) as a functio—n of q, say„c(q), only
[note that along the stable branch, c (q} is real in view of
Eq. (3.13)]. %'e then get
The fact that the term in parentheses is positive for phys-
ically relevant solutions follows from the fact that the
term in parentheses in (3.24) changes sign at q =k', and
that this term was found to be positive for q" &k'
[indeed (f k')' is equal to (k') a U/(ak")
~ „
which is positive].
Consider ffrst the most important case in which the
initial profile is sufficiently locahzed, i.e., drops off faster
than exp[ —(Rek')x]. In terms of q', this means that q"
is larger than Rek' for large u", as sketched in Fig. 6(a).
Since p„ is positive in this case, p decays according to
Eq. (3.25) and hence q' approaches Rek' asymptotically
for all u', and by implication the front velocity U ap-
proaches u'. ll This is, for general equations, the analog
of the Aronson and Weinbergerl results for Eq. (1.1)
that u approaches the marginal stability value v' =2 for
suSciently localized initial conditions.
In the case that the initial conditions fall off' less fast
than exp[ —(Rek')x], q' is smaller than Rek' for large
u". For the cases depicted in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), we see
that the Srst term in (3.21) drives q" away from the mar-
ginal stabihty value and towards its large u" value which
is smaller [as can be seen in the figure, q in Fig. 6(c), in-
itially develops a shocklilte structure at the point where
q'=(k'); using an argument similar to that of Bensi-
mon and Shraiman, It can be shown that this structure
eventuaHy moves away towards smaller values of u ', just
as we saw in Fig. 3(b)]. In view of our discussion of Sec.
III 8, the speed of the pro6le will in both cases approach
a value larger than u', determined by the asymptotic
behavior of ${x,t=0) (cf. the discussion in Sec. II and
Ref. 47). Again, specialized to Eq. (1.1), these results
agree with those obtained rigorously by Aronson and
%einberger.
The above results concerning the approach of the
marginal stability point are only valid provided the
eigenmodes of the linear operator X, obtained from X
by evaluating fq, etc., in (3.22) at q =k, are stable at the
marginal stability point. This requirement is the gen-
erahzation of condition (2.2) to arbitrary wavelength per-
turbations. For the terms appearing in X, it is easy to
FRONT PROPAGATION INTO UNSTABLE STATES:
(c)
FIG. 6. Quahtative sketch of the dynamical behavior of the function q" for three diiferent situations. The initial q' is drawn
with a solid line and the one at a later time with a dashed line. (a) If the initial profile falls o8'faster than exp( —Rek x},q ap-
proaches Rek* in time and the velocity of the profile approaches U . (b} %'hen q" tends to some value q,", &Rek for large u', q'
approaches q,', in time. (c) As in (b), q,', is approached for large u', initially, a shock region develops near the point where
q"=Rek . This shock region later disappears to smaller values of u'.
show that
~q„(q~qu~quu& ' ' '} I q=k =Rekfq (q qx qxx ' ' ' } I q=k
f,„„(qq. q..
=(Rek) f (q, q„,q„„, . . . ) I
0= [2(1+3k ) —4ikQ —Q ], (3.28)
so that
stable branch. Upon substitution of q =k +exp( Qt
+iQu "Ik") with Q real into the equation q, =Xq, we get
with (3.7.b), (3.22), and (3.26)
(3.26)
so that X can be read o(F directly from the results given
in Eqs. (3.7). We now check the stability for the three
examples discussed before.
Example I: the amplitude equation. For this equa-
tion, we get according to Eqs. (3.7a), (3.22), and (3.26)
for perturbation around k'=1
ReQ= [2+6(k")'—6(k') +4k'Q —Q ] . (3.29)k'
Sk'ReQ,„= [1+3(k")'—(k') ] . (3.30)
The term between square brackets has a maximum at
Q =2k', and at this value, we get
Since points along the stable branch satisfy(3.27)q, =Xq =(k')'q„„=q„„,
Im(droldk) =k'[1+3(k') —(k') ]=0,
we see that ReQ,„=O. Hence all modes of Xq are
stable except the one at Q =2k', which is marginal.
(Note that this perturbation corresponds to the first
higher harmonic of the basic wave vector k' in the lead-
ing edge. ) Together with the stabilizing efFect of the first
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.21) already dis-
cussed above this proves the stability of steady-state
solution along the stable branch of the SH equation, and
hence of the stability of its marginal stability point.
Thus we have shown that the marginal stability point of
the SH equation has a finite basin of attraction, which
provides the after the fact justi6cation for the numerical
observation of Dee et aI. ' that front solutions of this
equation, growing out of localized initial conditions,
propagate at the marginal stability velocity O'. As also
noted by Dee et a/. , if the number of nodes passing
through the front region is conserved —and this was
found ' numerically —this allows one to determine the
wavelength A. of the emerging pattern from the relation
=2nu'/Im[c. o(k ' .) —u 'k '].
Exam@/e III: the EI'If equation. The algebra of this
equation is quite analogous to that for the SH equation,
and we obtain instead of (3.29} on the branch U, of Fig.
5
so that perturbations indeed decay in time. This finally
establishes the stability of the marginal stability Sxed
point of the AE equation. %e have thus rederived,
within the context of our method, the results of Aronson
and Weinberger for Eqs. (I.l) and (1.3), and at the same
time generalized these results to the AE (3.1). The result
u' =2 is easily derived from Eqs. (1.5).
In passing, we note that in Sec. III 8 we have checked
the stability of the "stable branch" only for long-
wavelength perturbations; however, if the linearized
operator X is stable all along this stable branch, then
this immediately implies the stability against finite wave-
length perturbations of solutions on this branch, too.
When linearizing Eq. (3.21}away from the marginal sta-
bility point, the f]Irst term on the right can be
transformed away by going to a frame moving, accord-
ing to (3.14}, to smaller u' values, i.e., away from the
leading edge. Together with the stability of the operator
X, this then imphes the linear stability of the steady-
state profile. For the AE, this is indeed the case since
Xq =k "q„„along the stable branch. Note also that, as a
result, the equation for q, along the stable branch is
essentially the Burgers-like equation (3.23).
Example II: the SH equation For this equat. ion, X
can again be evaluated easily at any point along the
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Refl = [—y-'+6(k')' —6(k')'4k'Q —Q'] . (3.31)
As discussed in Appendix 8, k =0 on the branch 0 ]
(just as for the AE}, and the marginal stabihty point is
given by (k') =(1—&1—12y)/6y «r y ( —,', [(k')' =0).
Usilig this ill (3.3 1), wc scc tliat thc tcrlIl iil sqllaI'c
brackets is always negative for all k ~ k '; hence the
eigenmodes of X are stable and the marginal stability
point that exists on u& for y &1/12 is attractive. Thus
we predict that for y g 1/12 sufficiently localized initial
conditions evolve into untformiy translating fronts whose
speed approaches (see Appendix 8)
[1+36y—(1—12y)'"]'",
v'54y (3.32)
and whose appearance qualitatively resembles the front
solutions found in the FK equation. Likewise, fronts
which are initially such that (It(x, t=O} falls off exponen-
tially but less fast than exp[ —k'x] will develop into
uniformly translating fronts with speed v & u'.
For y&», the situation is difFerent. As we saw in
Sec. IIIB and Fig. 5(d), the marginal stability point
moves for y g —,', onto a dilerent branch, labeled u2, on
which (k')' is nonzero. The other branch of solutions
where k'=0, labeled u„still exists and corresponds to
smaller values of k", as can be seen clearly in the inset of
Fig. 5(d). Moreover, the ui branch /oses stability accord-
ing to Eq. (3.31) at the point where (k") =(6y) ', and,
as shown in Appendix 8, this Is precisely the point
where the two branches u, and ui touch. The physical
origin of the instability that develops along the u,
branch can most easily be understood from Eq. (2.2).
This equation shows that a solution is unstable if that
solution does not correspond to a maximum in k' of the
growth rate to' (for fixed k"), in agreement with our pic-
ture of the front dynamics. Along the branch ui we find
from a)=1+ki yk4 that Re—dido/dki=2[1 —6y(k") ].
Thus, in agreement with Eq. (3.31}, the branch where
k'=0 loses stability when (ki)&(6y) ' because the
growth rate of the leading edge solutions with k'=0 and
(k") & (6y ') actually has a local minimum rather than
a local maximum in the growth rate. The point where
Red tv/dk =0 is precisely the bifurcation point where
ui splits off from u, .
%hat do these results imply from fronts growing out
of physically locahzed imtial conditions for y &»'l Our
physical picture is that the profile in the leading edge
will first rapidly adjust so as to make the growth rate lo-
cally maximal for a given q'; in other words, the initial
dynamics is dominated by R rapid approach of q (u ', t) to
a k value on the stable branch while the subsequent q
dynamics is that of a slow evolution "along" this branch.
Preliminary numerical work by Dee indicates that in hne
with this picture the region of the pro61e where initially
q "(u",t =0) & (6y } '~ rapidly develops a nonzero imagi-
nary component q', such that indeed q becomes locally
close to a k value correspondmg to the branch U2 in Fig.
5(d). Along this stable branch, the nonlinear convective
term discussed earlier operates as usual, and we there-
fore expect that the front velocity is driven towards the
marginal stability value on vi, given by (see Appendix 8)
—1/2
1+&7+24y
24y
(3.33)
Thus, if this general picture is correct, the asymptotic
front velocity should again be given by a marginal stabil-
ity expression for y& —,', . However, the corresponding
profile p(x, t) cannot be a uniformly translating front
solution anymore. The reason is the following: The
counting argument of Appendix A shows that the
asymptotic behavior of uniformly translating fronts gen-
erally falls off as exp( —kx) with k the root of the equa-
tion ku =co(k) corresponding to the smallest value of k'.
Thus, if a profile propagating at velocity uf were uni-
formly translating, its asymptotic behavior would not be
given by kI but by the value k, corresponding to the
point (k „u & —u I } on the branch u I, and hence it would
be unstable. This is clearly inconsistent, and we have to
conclude that the marginal stability front for y & —,', has
to be an enucloiie front. The exact nature of the time
dependence behind the leading edge in this case is
beyond the scope of this analysis, and further numerical
work is clearly needed.
Note also the interesting feature that according to
these results, stable uniformly translating fronts do exist
with (k') ((6y) '. Thus, if the initial profile $(x,t=O)
falh off' as exp( —cx) with c ~(6y) '~2, we expect such
fronts to approach a uniformly translating front with a
larger asymptotic speed u I (k "= c ). Only when
c &(6y) ' do we expect the profiles to develop into
envelope fronts.
This concludes the derivation of the marginal stabihty
results within the context of our method. In the Sec. IV
we will brieNy touch on the major weaknesses of our ap-
proach and on some remaining open questions.
IV. CAVEATS, COMMENTS, AND OPEN QUESTIONS
The approach we have developed is based on a num-
ber of assumptions. We now wish to call attention to
some of these, as well as to some of the most important
open problems. We also summarize the experimental
tests of the theory
(1) Experimenta tests Propagatio. n of simple fronts
whose dynamics is described by equations such as the
FK equation (1.1) occurs in liquid crystals' ' as well
as chemical waves. Unfortunately, these experiment, s
are at present not precise enough to put a stringent test
to the theory. Experiments on Quid instabilities are ap-
parently most suited to do so. A few years ago, Ahlers
and Cannell performed an experiment on the propaga-
tion of a Taylor vortex front into a Couette How after
suddenly quenching the system above the threshold for
the Taylor-Couette instability. Close to the threshold,
such a system can be modeled by the amplitude equa-
tion, and hence these experiments provide a direct test of
BlaI'ginR1 stability foi this cqllatioli. QU1fc sllrprlsiIlgly,
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however, Ahlers and Cannell found that the velocity of
such fronts was about a factor of 2 smaller than predict-
ed by the theory. In spite of detailed investigations,
this discrepancy has not been resolved as yet. Very re-
cent experiments in the same spirit by Fineberg and
Steinberg, on the other hand, are more encouraging:
Their results on the velocity of fronts in Rayleigh-
Benard cells are in excellent quantitative agreement with
the theoretical predictions. Moreover, Fineberg and
Steinberg also measure the wavelength of the rolls em-
erging behind the front. Since the SH equation diners
only in the nonlinear terms from the proper amplitude
equation, and since this difFerence does not affect the
marginal stability prediction, this measurement offers an
additional test of the theory .The fact that the observed
wavelength is quite close to that predicted from the SH
equation with the aid of marginal stability is therefore
quite gratifying.
(2) The leading edge approximation. Our analysis is
based exclusively on the behavior of the pro6le in the
leading edge, and the question arises to what extent this
part is representative for the whole profile. For the
6rst-order partial di8'erential equation studied by Shrai-
man and Bensimon, the leading edge is indeed
representative; The solution of such equations can be
obtained by the method of characteristics, and it is
merely convenient, not necessary, to analyze the solution
in the leading edge. For higher-order partial differential
equations I expect the leading edge to be representative
if there is a continuous family of stable front solutions.
The idea is that a more complete analysis could in prin-
ciple be done as follows. For a given stable front solu-
tion, the spectrum of eigenmodes of the linearized per-
turbations around this state contains slow modes associ-
ated with the presence of nearby stable front solutions;
these will dominate the evolution of pro61es that are
close to a stable front solution. If one expands in these
eigenfunctions, one expects the dynamics in the leading
edge to be representative for the evolution of the eigen-
functions as a whole. In this picture, our analysis should
be viewed as a short cut to obtain this behavior directly.
A better assessment of the validity of this picture is
needed, however, especially for fronts leading to periodic
states.
As pointed out by Ben-Jacob et a/. , it may some-
times happen that a stable steady-state front solution de-
cays faster in x than would be expected on the basis of
the leading edge analysis: This happens if the prefactor
of the term exp( —kx) corresponding to smallest value of
k' happens to vanish for that particular steady-state
profile. However, the counting argument of Appendix A
for uniformly translating solutions implies that this situ-
ation, which Ben-Jacob et a/. refer to as "case II mar-
ginal stability, " can only occur at discrete isolated values
of the parameters. %'e will investigate the di6'erences
with case II marginal stability in a future publication.
(3) Existence of a continuum offront solutions Clear-.
ly, the existence of a family of stable traveling front solu-
tions is a necessary condition for our approach to apply;
for, if there is not a continuous range of solutions, the
particular solutions that do exist certainly depend on all
(nonlinear) details of the profile. The well-known count-
ing argument demonstrating the existence of a continu-
um of stable moving front solutions of Eq. (1.1) can easi-
ly be extended to uniformly translating solutions of the
EFK equation and generalizations thereof (see Appendix
A). However, I have not found a way to generalize such
arguments to equations such as the SH equation whose
relevant front solutions are not uniformly translating.
Note that in these cases we actually expect the existence
of a continuous tao-parameter family of front solutions.
For, if the stable state of the equation is periodic, it typi-
cally admits a continuous family of such stable solutions,
parametrized, e.g. , by their wavelength X. For a 6xed
velocity u and wavelength A, , one then expects by analo-
gy that there exists a front solution. If this is true„vari-
ation of u and A, yields a two-parameter family of solu-
tions. Recently, Collet and Eckmann have actually
proven that this is indeed the case in the SH equation
for small e. (The proof is highly nontrivial —in fact,
even the very definition of such fronts is not straightfor-
ward. ) Almost all of these will not satisfy Imdco/dk=O
in the leading edge, and hence will be unstable. By im-
posing the condition Imdco/dk=O, we expect to find the
continuous branches of stable solutions, parametrized by
U, that are important for the marginal stability argu-
ments. %'e also point out that our arguments and the
fact that the SH equation reduces to the AE to lowest
order of e (see, e.g., Ref. 5) both indicate that there also
is a two-parameter family of front solutions for this
equation, but to our knowledge this has not yet been in-
vestigated.
(4) Egect of nonlinearities Accor.ding to the marginal
stability theory, nonlinearities affecting the profile
behind the leading edge are not important. To illustrate
a possible effect of a nonlinearity that would still be con-
sistent with the marginal stability theory, we consider
Eq. (1.3) with F(P)=dV/dP, F'(0)=1, and V(P) of the
form sketched in Fig. 7. The maximum of V(P) labeled
S corresponds to a stable state and the local maximum
M to a metastable state. As usual, we consider initially
localized fronts propagating into the unstable state U.
Since F'=d V/dP =1, marginal stability predicts that
the velocity of these fronts should approach v*=2.
However, from the analogy with a particle in a potential
[cf. Eq. (1.2)], it is clear that we can always prevent the
existence of a steady-state solution with U =U*=2 con-
necting the states U and S; indeed, by properly choosing
the height of V at M, we can ensure "trapping" in the
local minimum between M and S for all "friction
coefficients" u ~ u, (see, e.g., Fife' for further discussion
of such examples). This also implies that a front solu-
tion exists which connects S and M and which propa-
gates with speed U, . %hat will happen to fronts propa-
gating into U in this case7 Since fronts leading to the
emergence of the state M always exists for a// U, we in
this case typically expect to find two fronts in the system:
one connecting U and M and propagating at speed
u'=2 and a second slower one at speed U, &2 connect-
ing M and S. A split up of this type has indeed been ob-
served by Ben-Jacob et a/. in numerical studies of a
slightly diferent example.
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FIG. 7. The potential discussed in the text w'hich is used to
illustrate that a pro6le propagating, into the unstable state U
(/=0} can either give rise to the metastable state Pu or the
stable state Ps. At /=0, d'V/dP'=1.
(5) Selected ivavelength does not minimize lyapunov
functiona/. All equations that we have discussed can be
written in the form BP/Bt = —5F/5$, where F is a
"free-energy" functional. As a result, F also plays the
role of a Lyapunov function, since F cannot increase in
time [dF/dt =—(5F/5$) &0]. As pointed out already
by Dee et al. , s's however, the existence of a Lyapunov
function does not appear to be relevant for front propa-
gation into unstable states —indeed the wavelength of
the periodic state emerging behind the front in the SH
equation is difFerent from the one that minimizes F.
Another physically very different example where the dy-
namics drives a systems towards minimally stable states
rather than a mEnimal energy state was recently dis-
cussed by Tang et al. 6'
(6) Bifurcation of unstable front solutions at the mar-
ginal stability point. For uniformly translating fronts of
the form P(x —vt}, we were able to show that an unsta-
ble branch typically bifurcates off at the marginal stabili-
ty point (see Sec. III B and Fig. 5). As a result, the sta-
bility of solutions as a function of v is generally expected
to be as sketched in Fig. 3(d). A simple way to analyze
unstable fronts leadEng to period1c states 18 lackEng, but
apparently the situation is quite dilerent here. Our ar-
guments as well as the results of Collet and Eckmann
described above suggest that there generally is a two-
parameter family of solutions. Thus unstable states
abound for RO u, but since the stable solutions must
satisfy the additional constraint (3.13), they will typically
form a discrete set of one-parameter families of solutions
(there can in principle be several branches}. This has the
following implications.
(7) Smallest v' versus smallest Rek'. Shraiman and
Bensimon studied a Srst-order partial differential equa-
tion with a v(k) curve (for first-order equations, k is
real) as sketched in Fig. 4(a), so that there are two mar-
ginal stability points, U, ,k I and 0 2,k &, with
U] ~ u2, k, ~k2. For sufBciently localized initial condi-
tions, an argument similar to the one illustrated in Fig.
3(b) shows that the front velocity should approach the
sIQallest U, 1.e., U 2 . For QQEforIIlly t1anslatlng fronts
the situation is somewhat more subtle, however. In
these cases, as we have discussed above, an unstable
branch generally bifurcates o8' at the fixed point U &,k &.
Since there is a one-parameter family of solutions, the
existence of jh1s branch wEO usuROy 1mply that the IQar-
ginal stabihty point v2, k2 cannot represent the asymp-
totic decay of a fully nonlinear uniformly translating
solution (it is "screened" by the unstable branch). If
such fronts would remain uniformly translating, they
will therefore have to propagate at velocity v f. Howev-
er, I consider it more likely that the front will usually
change into an envelope front, since this allows its veloc-
ity to decrease to v 2 (cf. the discussion of the EFK equa-
tion in Sec. III C). For envelope fronts I similarly expect
the smallest v' to be relevant in most cases, as found by
Shraiman and Bensimon, s3 since for envelope fronts the
existence of a two-parameter family of front solutions
opens the possibility that Inore than one branch can
represent the leading edge behavior. Whether this
indeed can happen deserves further study, but it appears
that an educated guess can be made in a rather simple
way for a given equation. Suppose the equation under
study is known to allow periodic stable steady states for
wavelengths A, in the range A, , &A, &A,i. Assuming the
validity of the empirical ' "conservation of nodes" rule
we get, as discussed in Sec. III C, a relation between A,
and the parameters in the leading edge,
A, =2m v /(to' vk') —Toge.ther with the expression
v =to'/k', this allows us to obtain k' and k' as a func-
tion of A, . By varying A, over the allowed range, we can
then explicitly check which values of k' and k' are "ac-
cessible, " E.e., represent the asymptotic behavior of glo-
bal front solutions. Of the accessible marginal stability
points, the one with the smallest velocity is then expect-
ed to give the asymptotic speed of most fronts growing
out of sufficiently localized initial conditions. The ex-
istence of a finite basin of attraction of both points can-
not, however, be excluded.
(8) Relevance of uniformly moving solutions ivt'th k'~0.
The bifurcation analysis of Sec. IIIB showed that for
uniformly translating fronts the marginal stability point
on the branch where k'=0 represents the smallest veloc-
ity at which k'=0 in the leading edge. Also, when the
marginal stability point moved onto a branch where
k'&0, we saw that fronts would cease to be uniformly
translating; this generally happens if (2.2) becomes
violated. There is probably a deeper reason for the fact
that only solutions with k =0 seem to give rise to uni-
forrnly translating fronts, but this question deserves fur-
ther study. It is also of interest to study the AE with
the same stabilizing fourth-order derivative as the EFK.
The resulting equation allows periodic solutions, and
such a study might therefore shed some light on points
(6}and (7).
(9) Transients. As mentioned by Dee, in numerical
studies the transients for the approach to U' are relative-
ly short [the transient time is indeed 3 of order unity for
the FK equation (1.1) but transients decay algebraically
rather than exponentially in time]. Our physical picture
is based on the existence of two regimes for the transient
behavior. For arbitrary initial conditions with a given
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k', the k' mode that grows fastest will rapidly drive q to-
wards a k value corresponding to the stable branch.
This is followed by a slower evolution of q (algebraically
in time} along the stable branch towards the marginal
stability point. It would be of interest to study the latter
transient behavior within the context of our approach.
(10} Extensions. In this paper we have confined the
analysis to partial di8'erential equations for a single 6eld
that are of 6rst order in time but of arbitrary order in
the spatial derivatives. Since marginal stability appears
to work for certain more complicated cases as well, ex-
tensions of our approach are worth investigating: The
case in which there is more than one field'" or in which
there are higher-order time derivatives or more than one
space dimension, as well as propagation into a periodic
unstable state. ' Intuitively, however, it is not at all
surprising that marginal stability has more general valid-
ity. As was discussed before, the front velocity
u (k")=co"/k' is generally expected to diverge in the lim-
it k "~0 for propagation into an unstable state (not for
propagation into a metastable state}. As a result, there
will generally be a stable branch for k' small enough and
v large enough, and this branch will often end at a mar-
ginal stability point. If it does, the dynamical equation
for q will contain a nonhnear convection term that
drives q towards k' for sufiiciently localized initial con-
ditions.
(11) Further numerical work Finall.y, we stress that
more numerical studies would be extremely helpful to
clarify the following issues.
The competition between initial conditions and noise
(Sec. II).
The question of what happens if more than one mar-
ginal stability point is present [see point (6) above].
The propagation of fronts when the character of
fronts is predicted to change, such as for the EFK equa-
tion at y = —,', (see sec. III C).
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have extended the marginal stability
ideas, in the form sketched by Dee et al. ' and Shrai-
man and Bensimon, as far as possible. We have illus-
trated the physics underlying the marginal stability
mechanism with analogies and have discussed how an
equation that may be viewed as a generalization of the
Burgers equation drives the front velocity to the rnargin-
al stability value, provided the front solutions lose stabil-
ity because the group velocity in the tails becomes larger
than the envelope velocity. The emerging picture is
quite simple: for propagation into an unstable state,
there generally is a branch of stable front solutions
whose velocity U(k'}=co"/k" diverges for k'~0. Thus,
the velocity is increasing with the interface width, and
since the elect of faster moving portions of the profile is
to decrease its width, this also drives the velocity down
towards the marginal stability value. For a given equa-
tion, we show how to check that the marginal stability
fixed point is attractive by verifying the stability of X.
%e have done so explicitly for the amplitude equation,
the Swift-Hohenberg equation, and the extended
Fisher-Kolmogorov equation. For the latter equation,
the marginal stability point changes character at @=—,'„
and beyond this value localized initial conditions cannot
develop into uniformly translating fronts. In spite of a
number of open problems, our formulation together with
the numerous (numerical) investigation by others give
strong evidence for the ubiquity of this rnechanisrn for
propagation into an unstable state, and we hope that this
work will help to establish that these ideas can be ap-
plied easily and with fairly high con6dence to specific
new problems.
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APPENDIX A: KXISTKNCK OF A CONTINUOUS
FAMILY OF FRONT SOLUTIONS
In this appendix we present a "counting argument"
which shows the existence of a continuous one-
parameter family of uniformly translating solutions
P(x —Ut) for the particular class of equations for which
co(k) is a real polynomial in kz. Uniformly traveling
solutions will of course only exist for propagation of a
stable state P=Pz=const into an unstable state
P=P, =const, as studied for the FK equation (1.1) and
the EFK (3.2}, and we therefore assume that the general
equation admits such solutions.
Let co,(k) and toz(k) be the dispersion relation for per-
turbation of the form e ' "" around the states ((}i and
Pz, respectively. Since the state Pz is assumed to be
stable, biz(k =ik') ~0 for all k'.
A profile uniformly translating the velocity u corre-
sponds to a solution of the nonlinear equation
—U(dg/dx)=F(P, P„„,. . . ) with P~Pz for x~ —oo
and P~P, for x ~ oo. If the highest-order spatial
derivative in F is of order X (E even), this equation cor-
responds to a set of first-order equations in a N-
dimensional phase space (P,P„,P„„,. . . ), and a uniform-
ly translating front solution exists if there is a trajectory
starting from the fixed point (Pz, 0, 0, . . . ) at x = —oo
and fiowing into the fixed point ($,0,0, . . . ) for x ~ oo.
In the neighborhood of the stable 6xed point„ the behav-
ior of the eigenmodes e " is given by [cf. Eq. (3.17)]
Uk =toz(k) .
Consider 6rst the solution of this equation for u=O.
Since coz(k)=oyez( —k), the equation cuz(k)=0 has N/2
roots with k'~0 and X/2 roots with k'~0; Roots with
completely imaginary k are excluded because of the
presumed stability of Pz [coz(k =ik') &0]. Moreover,
since co2 is a real polynomial in k, we see that roots of
Eq. (Al) can never cross the imaginary k axis for U=O
[see Figs. 8(a) and 8(b}]. Hence, the fixed point
(Pz, 0,0, . . . ) has i'/2 stable and X/2 unstable eigen-
directions for all u.
%e now turn to the equation
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(b) V~O
(d) v=0 (e) v&o
uk =co,(k), (A2)
which determines the eigenvalues around the Sxed point
($„0,0, . . . ). Since the state iI), is unstable, coi(k) must
be positive for some range of k values along the imagi-
nary axis, and since for physical reasons coi(k) is gen-
erally negative for large imaginary values of k, co, must
be zero at some points on the imaginary k axis. %e first
discuss the typical case in which cubi(k =ik ) is of the
form sketched in Fig. 8(c), so that for u=O, Eq. (A2} has
two roots at k = kiko, say, on the imaginary k axis [Fig.
8(d)]. The location of these roots for small u can be
studied by expanding Eq. (A2) around u =O, k =kiko
One then finds that the imaginary part (k' —ko) is of or-
der u, while k" of the two roots is according to the
imaginary part of Eq. (A2} to order u given by
FIG. 8. {a) Qualitative sketch of the roots of the equation
coz{k}=0. (b) For u +0, the location of the roots of Eq. (Al) is
essentially as sketched in (a). (c) Qualitative behavior for pure-
ly imaginary values of k(k =ik') of the function u&(k) dis-
cussed in the text. (d) Roots of the equation u&(k) =0 for the
function co, sketched in (c). (e) The roots of Eq. (A2) that lie
on the imaginary axis for v=O move into the right half-plane
for v+0. (f) Various possible behaviors of the function m&(ik )
discussed in the text.
($,,0,0, . . . ). The requirement that a trajectory does
not lie on this manifold (and hence approaches this fixed
point) is expressed by ,N——1 condition. The existence
of
—,
'N unstable direction at ($1,0,0, . . . ), on the other
hand, gives precisely the necessary —,'N —1 free parame-
ters to be able to obey these conditions, and hence to
find a particular trajectory that connects the two fixed
points. This shows the existence of a solution for any u.
The above analysis applies directly to the EKF equa-
tion, where co is indeed of the farm sketched in Fig. 8(c).
Clearly, the analysis also shows the existence of a family
of solutions for co(k =ik') of the form of curve 1 in Fig.
8(f), as long as co{0)&0 and co{k~+ioo ) &0, since this
is suScient to ensure that ($„0,0, . . . ) has two more
stable directions than unstable ones. When @HO) &0, on
the other hand, there is not a continuous range of solu-
tions it}{x ut) —This. is what one would expect physical-
ly, hawever, since in this case iI}i is only unstable against
certain finite wavelength perturbations [see Fig. 8{f),
curve 2], and in this case one expects an envelope front
rather than a uniformly translating one to propagate
into P, . Moreover, the stability arguments presented at
the end of Sec. III C indicated that uniformly translating
solutions are only relevant for co(k) of the form sketched
in Fig. 8(c), whose growth rate is maximal at k'=0.
As in Sec. III 8 where the unstable branch could not
be investigated for envelope fronts, we cannot extend the
above counting argument in a straightforward way to
fronts leading to periodic solutions, as these are not de-
scribed by a simple time-independent difFerential equa-
tion. Nevertheless, intuitively one expects many of the
features we found above to be rather general. For in-
stance, as the discussion in Sec. IIIB illustrates, uni-
formly translating solutions are more restricted than
solutions whose envelope is moving with constant speed,
indicating that the latter class of solutions is larger than
the first and at least contains a continuous family of
solutions. As argued in Sec. IV, the additional freedom
associated with the wavelength k of the stable states
then will in general give rise to a two-parameter family
of solutions. For propagation leading to periodic states
whose wavelength is short compared to the front width,
it might be possible to show this using a multiple-scale
argument. 4'~
Now, Imd coldk = —Bco'/Bk' (Cauchy-Riemann), and ac-
cording to the behavior sketched in Fig. 8(c),
i)co'/Bk'& ( & )0 at k =+(—)iku Taken tog.ether, these
results show that for both roots, k"~0 for u&0, i.e.,
they both move into the right half-plane. Since roots
cannot cross the imaginary axis for u+0„ the location of
roots is as sketched in Fig. 8(e) for all u&0, implying
that the fixed point ($,, 0,0, . . . ) has —,'N+ 1 stable eigen
dlrectlails (k & 0) aild 1%—1 1111stable Giles.
A simple counting argument now shows the existence
of a uniformly translating solution for any u. An arbi-
trary trajectory leaving the fixed point ($1,0,0, . . . ) will
not Aow into the other fixed point, since it will in general
be on the
—,
'X —1-dimensional unstable manifold of
APPENDIX 8: RESULTS FOR THE
EFK EQUATIONS
For the EFK equation (3.2}, co(k) is, according to
(3.4c), given by
m= 1+k —yk (81)
u (k")=[1+(k') —y(k") ]/k' .
For y ~ —,'„ this velocity has a minimum at
(k") =[1—1 1 —12y]/6y .
(82)
(83)
First consider the stable branch for which, according to
Eq. (3.13), Imd co/dk =0. This equation is trivially
satisfied by taking k'=0. On this branch, Eq. (3.10)
then gives for the velocity
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This minimum corresponds to the margina1 stability
point, and the corresponding marginal stability velocity
is given by
(k')'= 3(k")'—(2y ) (85)
Clearly, these solutions only exist for (k") &(6y)
Substitution of this result into Eq. (3.10) yields for the
corresponding velocity
v2(k")=[1+(4y) ' —2(k') +Sy(k') ]/k",
(k")'&(6y) ' . (86)
vi = [1+36y—(1—12y) ~ )'~, y g —,', .&54y
There is a second branch of solutions of Eq. (3.13) for
which k'&0. For this branch, (3.13) yields with (81)
and this corresponds to the marginal stability point on
the branch v2. From Eqs. (86) and (88), one easily ob-
tains Eq. {3.33). According to Eqs. (84) and (88), the
EFK always has one marginal stability point given by
Eq. (1.5), but for y & —,', this point lies on the branch v2.
The uniformly translating solutions P(x —vt) satisfy
Eq. (3.17). The imaginary part of this equation yields
vk'=2k'k "[1—2y(k") +12y(k') ] . (89)
(k') =[v/k' —2+4y(k') ]/4y . (810)
Substitution of this result into the real part of Eq. (3.17)
then yields after some algebra
The solution k'=0 corresponds to the stable branch al-
ready analyzed above. The unstable branch of solutions
is therefore the one at which
Equations (82) and (86) yield v =2k '[1+4y —Sy(k ")'+16y'(k ')4]'~', (811)
r2
—(k')kr
' 1/2
1 (1+&7+24y )
.
y
(Bg)
Hence the second branch bifurcates off of the first one at
(k ") =(6y ) ' and corresponds to higher velocities.
Comparison with the discussion following Eq. (3.32)
shows that this is also the point where the branch v,
loses stability. The branch v2 given by (86) can also
have a minimum at
with the constraint that the term in square brackets in
{810)be positive. It may be checked that for y ~ —,', this
unstable branch (indicated by a dotted line in Fig. 5) in-
tersects the stable one at the marginal stability point, as
predicted in Sec. III B. For y & —,'„ the two branches in-
tersect at some k'&(6y) '~~, so that according to the
discussion in Sec. III C the branch u, loses stability be-
fore it is intersected by the unstable branch (811). This
point at which the upper branch loses stability for y = —,'
is indicated by a cross in Fig. 5(d). It is also the point
where the branch v2 bifurcates off of the v, branch.
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